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  Faults modeled in the 2002 Working Group on California 
Earthquake Probabilities Report, with boxes to show segment 

boundaries with their uncertainty. ���
	




Hypotheses 
	


•  Test Hypothesis H1: If earthquake rupture enters a segment 
boundary polygon as shown in Figure 1 from outside, it will 
stop within that polygon with probability p, which is greater 
than the probability q for a similar sized random polygon 
spanning the fault. 	


•  Null Hypothesis H0: p < q.	


•  Comments: Strict segmentation requires p = 1 (any rupture 
that gets to the boundary stops within the polygon. Moderate 
success requires p > 2*q by my criterion. 	




 Scenario Rate/yr. SAS/SAP SAP/SAN SAN/SAO 
 SAS   0.00070 Stop 
 SAP   0.00050 Stop Stop 
 SAN   0.00010 Stop Stop 
 SAO   0.00020 Stop 
 SAS+SAP   0.00100 Go Stop 
 SAP+SAN   0.00000 Stop Go Stop 
 SAN+SAO   0.00120 Stop Go 
 SAS+SAP+SAN   0.00002 Go Go Stop 
 SAP+SAN+SAO   0.00010 Stop Go Go 
 SAS+SAP+SAN+SAO   0.00260 Go Go Go 

Stop rate 0.00130 0.00280 0.00032 
Go rate 0.00362 0.00272 0.00390 

Stop Probability 0.264 0.507 0.076 

Cascade scenarios from WGCEP 2002, with 
implied frequencies of stopping or proceeding 	




WGCEP 2008 Segment Model for 
Southern California	




Null hypothesis for conditional 
stopping probability	


	


 Assumptions	

• Ground-rupturing earthquakes distributed randomly 
along infinitely long fault	

• Gutenberg Richter magnitude distribution, 6.5 <m <8.5	

• Rupture length scaled as cube root of seismic moment 
(see next slide)	

Results	

For fixed magnitude, P = B / (L+B)	


P = conditional stopping probability	

B = length of segment boundary zone	

L = rupture length	


Integrated for magnitudes 6.5 <m <8.5	

P = 0.184 for B = 20 km	




Simple scaling model for length, width, 
and slip VS. magnitude	


   Assuming the self=similarity implied by the Kagan result,  we adopted the 
following  forms  for  average  length  (L),  average  down-dip  width  (W)  and 
average slip (D) as a function of moment magnitude (m):	


•  Log10(L) = a + 0.5*m  L in km;  a = -1.65 from Kagan [2002]	

•  Log10(D) = c + 0.5*m  D in m; c = -3.50 from Wells and Coppersmith [1994]	

•  Log10(W) = b + 0.5*m  W in km;  b = -2.55 from m*L*W*D = 10^(1.5*m+9)	


•  We took m to be 5*1010 Nm. The sum a + b = -4.2 represents the area scaling, 
and it coincidentally equals the value used in the “Ellsworth B” magnitude-
area relationship. The results:	




Simple Scaling Relationship	




Conditional Stopping Probability, UCERF2	








Conclusions	

	

 	


1.  A segment test requires advance specification of segment 
boundaries and conditional probability of rupture stopping within 
boundary zone.	


2.  The 2002 and 2008 WGCEP reports give info from which 
conditional stopping probabilities can be derived.	


3.  A simple null hypothesis assumes random locations, GR 
magnitudes, and length proportional to the cube root of seismic 
moment. For magnitude 6.5+, the conditional stopping 
probability is about 0.009 per km of segment boundary.	


4.  In a retrospective test on the 1906 and 1857 earthquakes, the 
WGCEP segmentation model beats the null hypothesis, but only 
because segment boundaries were drawn at the assumed ends of 
those ruptures.	


5.  Definitive test of WGCEP models could take 100 years.	



